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MADE TO MEASURE

FLETCHER JONES
a tradition of excellence

Fletcher Jones Made to Measure tailored clothing is the definitive investment in consummate craftsmanship, enduring quality and attention to detail. We have compiled this manual to assist you in your selection and demonstrate the many styling options available to you.
Quality Without Compromise

The following pages illustrate five classic suit styles. By using one of these as a starting point, together with the Styling Options (illustrated on pages 27 to 33) and the suggested fabric range, you can create a suit that meets your individual requirements perfectly.
The metropolitan

The traditional single breasted business suit.

- **Jacket**
  Single breasted, two button, centre back vent, straight flap pockets.

- **Trousers**
  Plain front belted, no cuffs.

---

Straight with Flaps (A)  
Centre (C)  
Belted (B)  
Self Supporting (T)
The traditional three piece suit.

- **Jacket**
  Single breasted, two button, side vents, slant pockets.

- **Vest**
  Five button, two pockets.

- **Trousers**
  Pleated front, self supporting waist, cuffs.

Slanted with Flaps (B)  Side (S)  Two Pockets  Self Supporting (T)
the prince of wales

The traditional double breasted suit.

- **Jacket**
  Double breasted, two button show six, centre back vent, straight flap pockets.

- **Trousers**
  Pleated, combination waist, tab pocket, no cuffs.

---

Two Button, Show Six  Centre (C)  Pleated  Jetted — R.H. Tab Button Closure (L)
The contemporary double-breasted suit.

- **Jacket**
  Double-breasted, one button show four, no vent, jetted pockets.

- **Trousers**
  Pleated, combination waist, cuffs, tab back pocket.
The contemporary three button, single breasted suit.

- **Jacket**
  Three button, side vents, straight flap pockets.

- **Trousers**
  Pleated front, combination waist, cuffs, tab back pocket.
the blazer

The blazer has come to be the international standard by which modes of sporty elegance are judged. Perhaps that’s due to its illustrious origins in the Royal Navy and on the playing fields of Eton. Perhaps it’s the simple fortitude and functionalism of a most versatile jacket. Whatever the source of its appeal, there’s no better place to begin your Made to Measure wardrobe.
the oxford blazer

The traditional single breasted blazer.

- Blazer
  Single breasted, two button, centre back vent, two patch pockets.

Patch Pockets (C)  Centre (C)
The contemporary double breasted blazer.

**Blazer**

Double breasted, one button show four, no vent, flaps on pockets.
the dinner suit

Given the relative importance of formal events in direct proportion to the number of times you are asked to dress for one, selection of a dinner suit calls for true judgment. While in reality a fairly straightforward suit, fabric quality, construction and proper fit then become all the more self-evident. Styles available are pictured on the following pages.
The traditional
dinner suit.

- **Jacket**
  Single breasted, one button, satin faced shawl collar, centre back vent.

- **Trousers**
  Plain front, self supporting waist, no cuffs, satin braid side seams.

---

Single Breasted Shawl Collar — Silk Face

With Braid
The contemporary double breasted dinner suit.

- **Jacket**
  Double breasted, one button show four, satin faced collar, no vent.

- **Trousers**
  Pleated front, satin braid side seams.
styling options

A Portfolio of Possibilities

These final pages clearly depict the tailoring details which are left to your discretion once you've selected a suit style and cloth. The effect of such details on the appearance and function of your suit can be significant, and our consultants will be pleased to discuss the alternatives.
**Jackets**

Single Breasted Button Options

- Two Button
- One Button
- Three Button

Double Breasted Button Options

- One Button, Show Two
- One Button, Show Four
- Two Button, Show Four
- Two Button, Show Six
Pockets

- Straight with Flaps (A)
- Slanted with Flaps (B)
- Straight with Flaps plus Ticket Pocket (E)
- Straight Jetted Pockets (G)
- Patch Pockets (C)

Vents

- Centre (C)
- Side (S)
- None (N)

made to measure
trousers

Front Styling

Pleated

Plain

Waistbands

Belted (B)

Self Supporting (T)

Combination — Belt Loops & Extension Band (C)
**Pockets — Front**

- Slanted (A)
- Cross Pockets (K)
- Jetted R. H. Tab Button Closure (L)  
  (Pleated styles only)
- Welted — Button Closure (A)

**Cuffs**

- With
- Without
dinner suits

Lapels

Single Breasted — Silk Face

Single Breasted Shawl Collar — Silk Face

Double Breasted — Silk Face

Side Braid

With Braid
vests

Pockets

Two Pockets

Four Pockets
For the gentleman who aspires to the highest possible level of sartorial elegance, we invite you to visit our Signature Room. There, we have gathered bolts of the world’s most exclusive cloth. Suitings which in many cases are so fine they have a traceable pedigree. Cloth which actually must be displayed in bolts to truly convey the rich texture and luxuriant drape. Our consultants will be pleased to describe the origin, fibre content and outstanding characteristics of your selections. Your selection will then be individually tailored to a standard of uncompromising excellence. Yours. It is a service which has traditionally been available only in the great manufacturing centres of the world, and we at Fletcher Jones are proud to offer it. Consultation by appointment.